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Abstract-The index coding problem involves a sender with 
K messages to be transmitted across a broadcast channel, and 

a set of receivers each of which demands a subset of the K 
messages while having prior knowledge of a different subset 
as side information. We consider the specific instance of noisy 
index coding where the broadcast channel is Gaussian and 
every receiver demands all the messages from the source. We 
construct lattice index codes for this channel by encoding the K 
messages individually using K modulo lattice constellations and 
transmitting their sum modulo a shaping lattice. We introduce 
a design metric called side information gain that measures the 
advantage of a code in utilizing the side information at the 
receivers, and hence its quality as an index code. Based on the 
Chinese remainder theorem, we then construct lattice index codes 
for the Gaussian broadcast channel. Among all lattice index codes 
constructed using any densest lattice of a given dimension, our 
codes achieve the maximum side information gain. 

Index Terms-Chinese remainder theorem, Gaussian broadcast 
channel, index coding, lattice codes, side information. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The classical noiseless index coding problem consists of 
a sender with K independent messages WI, ... , W K, and a 
noiseless binary broadcast channel, where each receiver de
mands a subset of the messages, while knowing the values of a 
different subset of messages as side information. The transmit
ter is required to broadcast a coded packet, at the least possible 
rate, to meet the demands of all the receivers (see [1]-[3] and 
references therein). In the noisy version of this problem, the 
messages are to be transmitted across a broadcast channel with 
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) at the receivers (see 
[4]-[8] and references therein). The exact capacity region (the 
achievable rates of the K messages) with general message 
demands and side informations is known only for the two
receiver case [4], [5]. 

In this paper, we consider the special case of noisy index 
coding where every receiver demands all the messages at the 
source. The capacity region of this class of channels follows 
from the results in [8]. Denote a receiver by the pair (SN R, S), 
where SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio, and S C {I, . . .  , K} 
is the index set of the messages Ws = (Wk, k E S) whose 
values are known at the receiver as side information. Note 
that this includes the case S = 0, i.e., no side information. 
Let RI, . . .  , RK be the rates of the individual messages in 
bits per dimension (b/dim), i.e., the number of bits to be 
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transmitted per each use of the broadcast channel. The source 
entropy is R = RI + ... + RK, and the side information rate 
at (SNR, S) is Rs � LkES Rk. The rate tuple (RI, ... ,RK) 
is achievable if and only if [8] 

� Jog2 (1 + SNR) > H(WI, ... ,WK I ws) = R - Rs, 

for every receiver (SNR, S). Consequently, at high message 
rates, the presence of the side information corresponding to 
S at a receiver reduces the minimum required SNR from 
approximately 22R to 22(R-Rs), or equivalently, by a factor of 
Rs x 20 JoglO 2 dB ;::::; 6Rs dB. Hence, a capacity-achieving 
index code allows a receiver to transform each bit per di
mension of side information into an apparent SNR gain of 
approximately 6 dB. 

The notion of multiple interpretation was introduced in [9] 
as a property of error correcting codes that allows the receiver 
error performance to improve with the availability of side 
information. Binary multiple interpretation codes based on 
nested convolutional and cyclic codes were constructed in [10] 
and [11], respectively. These codes can be viewed as index 
codes for the noisy binary broadcast channel. 

In this work, we propose lattice index codes 'if for the 
AWGN broadcast channel, in which the K messages are 
individually mapped to K modulo lattice constellations, and 
the transmit symbol is generated as the sum of the individual 
symbols modulo a shaping lattice. Given the value of Ws as 
side information, the optimal decoder restricts its choice of 
symbols to a subset of 'if, thereby increasing the minimum 
squared Euclidean distance between the valid codewords. 
We use this squared distance gain, normalized by the side 
information rate Rs, as the design metric, and call it the side 

information gain of the code 'if. We first motivate our results 
using a simple one-dimensional lattice code (Section II), and 
then show that 20 10glO 2 ;::::; 6 dB/b/dim is an upper bound on 
the side information gain of lattice index codes constructed 
from densest lattices (Section III). This upper bound charac
terizes the maximum squared distance gain, and is independent 
of the information theoretic result of [8], which characterizes 
the SNR gain asymptotically in both the code dimension and 
probability of error. Based on the Chinese remainder theorem, 
we construct lattice index codes for the AWGN channel with 
side information gain 20 JoglO 2 dBIb/dim (Section IV). These 
codes have the maximum side information gain among all 
lattice index codes whose underlying lattice is densest in its 
dimension. 
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Fig. 1. Performance of the code of Example 1 for three different receivers. 

Notation: The symbol se denotes the complement of the 
set S, and 0 is the empty set. 

II. MOTIVATING EXAMPLE 

In this section, we illustrate the key idea behind our 
construction using a simple one-dimensional lattice index 
code Yf c 1: (Example 1). Let WI, ... , WK be K indepen
dent messages at the source with alphabets WI"'" WK, 

respectively. The transmitter jointly encodes the information 
symbols WI, . . .  ,WK, to a codeword x E Yf, where Yf c IRn 
is an n-dimensional constellation. The rate of the kth message 
is Rk = 

lin \og2 I Wk I b/dim, k = 1 ,  . . .  , K. Given the chan
nel output y = x + z, where z is the additive white Gaus
sian noise, and the side information Ws = as, i.e., Wk = ak 
for k E S, the maximum-likelihood decoder at the receiver 
(SN R, S) restricts its search to the subcode Yfas C Yf obtained 
by expurgating all the codewords in Yf that correspond to 
Ws i=- as· Denote the minimum distance between any two 
points in Yf by do. Let das be the minimum distance of the 
subcode Yfas, and ds be the minimum of das over all possible 
values as of side information Ws. Then the minimum squared 
distance gain corresponding to the side information index set 
S is 10 \ogIO (d�/d6) dB. 

The performance improvement at the receiver due to S is 
observed as a shift in the probability of error curve (versus 
SNR) to the left. The squared distance gain 10\oglO (d�/d6) is 
a first-order estimate of this apparent SN R gain. Each bit per 
dimension of side information provides a gain of at least 

f(Yf) .£ min 
10\ogIO (d�/d�) 

(1) 
0£:S£:{I, . .  ,K} Rs 

where Rs = LkES Rk· We call f(Yf) the side information 

gain of the code Yf, and its unit is dBIb/dim. Using the 
normalization factor Rs in (1), we measure the distance gain 
with respect to the amount of side information available at 
a receiver. For Yf to be a good index code for the AWGN 
broadcast channel, we require that 1) Yf be a good point-to
point AWGN code, in order to minimize the SNR requirement 
at the receiver with no side information; and 2) f(Yf) be large, 
so as to maximize the minimum gain from the availability of 
any amount of side information at the other receivers. 

Example 1. Consider K = 3 independent messages WI, W2, 
and W3 assuming values from WI = {O, I}, W2 = {O, I, 2} 
and W3 = {O, I, 2, 3, 4}, respectively. The three messages are 
encoded to a code Yf C 1: using the function 

x = 15wI + 10w2 + 6W3 mod 30, 

where the operation a mod 30 gives the unique remainder in 
Yf = { -15, -14, . . .  , 1 3, 14} when the integer a is divided by 
30. Using the Chinese remainder theorem [12], it is easy to 
verify that Yf is the set of all possible values that the transmit 
symbol x can assume. Since the dimension of Yf is n = 1, the 
rate of the kill message is Rk = log2 I Wk I b/dim, i.e., 

RI = I, R2 = \og2 3, and R3 = \og2 5 b/dim. 

With no side information (S = 0), a receiver decodes the 
channel output to the nearest point in Yf, with the correspond
ing minimum inter-codeword distance do = 1. With S = {I}, 
the receiver knows the value of the first message WI = al. 
The decoder of this receiver restricts the choice of transmit 
symbols to the subcode 

Yfal = {15aI + 10w2 + 6W3 mod 30 I W2 E W2, W3 E W3} . 

Any two points in this subcode differ by lOllw2 + 6llw3, 
where llW2 and llW3 are integers, not both equal to 
zero. Since the greatest common divisor (gcd) of 10 and 
6 is gcd(10, 6) = 2, the minimum non-zero magnitude of 
10llw2 + 6llw3 is 2 [12]. Hence, the minimum distance 
corresponding to the side information index set S = {I} is 
ds = 2. The side information rate is Rs = RI = 1 b/dim, 
which equals \og2 ds. 

When S = {I, 2}, the set of possible transmit symbols is 

Yf(al,a2) = {15aI + lOa2 + 6W3 mod 30lw3 E W3} , 

where WI = al and W2 = a2 are known. The minimum dis
tance of this subcode is ds = 6, and the side information rate 
is Rs = RI + R2 = \og2 6 = \og2 ds b/dim. 

Similarly, for every choice of 0 <;;; S <;;; {I, 2, 3}, we have 
Rs = \og2 ds, i.e., the minimum distance grows exponentially 
in the side information rate. As will be shown in Section IV, 
this property is satisfied by all the proposed lattice index 
codes. Using Rs = \og2 ds and do = 1 in (1), we see that 
the side information gain is f = 20 \oglO 2 � 6 dBIb/dim. In 
Section III-C we show that this is the maximum side informa
tion gain achievable by any index code Yf C 1: in which the 
messages are linearly encoded. Fig. 1 shows the performance 
of the code with S = 0, S = {I} and S = {I, 2}. At the 
probability of error of 10-4, S = {I} and S = {I, 2} provide 
SNR gains of 6 dB and 15. 6 dB over S = 0. This is close to 
the corresponding squared distance gains of 10 \ogIO (22) dB 
and 10 \OgIO (62) dB, respectively. • 

Example 2. Labelling a given constellation Yf by set parti
tioning [13] is apparently a related problem, but it does not 
necessarily provide good index codes. In set partitioning with 
binary 'labels' WI, ... ,WK, the constellation Yf is recursively 
partitioned into two smaller signal sets with larger minimum 



Fig. 2. A set partition labelling of 16-QAM. The two points marked with 
circles form the subcode for the side information (W2, W3, W4 ) = (0,0,0). 

Fig. 3. Performance of set partition labelling. 

distance. With S = {I, 2, . . .  , k}, for some k < K, the set of 
points with a given label Ws = as forms one of the 2k kth_ 
level partitions of 'tf. The minimum distance of the partition 
improves with increasing k. Fig. 2 shows one such labelling 
of 16-QAM with K = 4, where the knowledge of the value of 
the first k bits, WI, . . .  , Wk, increases the minimum distance 
from do = 1 to ds = #. However, this does not guarantee 
squared distance gain for every side information index set S. 
For instance, from Fig. 2, we observe that the side information 
(W2, W3, W4) = (0 ,0 ,0) does not provide any improvement in 
minimum distance. The performance of the code of Fig. 2 for 
S = 0, S = {I, 2} and S = {2, 3, 4} is shown in Fig. 3. When 
the error rate is Fe = 10-

4, the knowledge of the first two bits 
provides an SNR gain of 6. 2 dB. However, the SNR gain with 
S = {2, 3, 4} is only 1 dB at Fe = 10-

4 and is smaller for 
diminishing Fe. • 

III. LATTICE INDEX CODES 

In this section, we review the necessary background on 
lattices and lattice codes based on [14]-[16], introduce lattice 
index codes, and then derive an upper bound on the side 
information gain of such codes constructed from the densest 
lattices. 

A. Lattices and lattice codes 

An n-dimensional lattice in IRn is a discrete additive 
subgroup A = {G z I z E zn}, where the full-ranked matrix 
G E IRnxn is called the generator matrix of A. Since the 
difference between any two lattice points is also a lattice point, 

the minimum distance dmin (A) between any two points in A 
is the Euclidean length of the shortest non-zero vector of A. 
The closest lattice point quantizer Q A : IRn ---+ A is 

QA(X) = A if I lx - All :s; I lx - A'ii for every A' E A, 

where ties, if any, are broken systematically. The fundamental 

Voronoi region VA is the set of all points in IRn that are 
mapped to 0 under Q A. The volume of the fundamental region 
Vol(A) = IVA dx is related to the generator matrix G as 
Vol(A) = I detGI. The packing radius TA = dmin(A)/2 is the 
radius of the largest n-dimensional sphere contained in the 
Voronoi region VA. The center density of A is 

TA (dmin(A)/2t 
<5(A) = 

Vol(A) 
= 

Vol(A) 
(2) 

If A is scaled so that TA = I, then <5 is the average num
ber of lattice points per unit volume in IRn. For the same 
values of average transmit power and minimum distance, a 
constellation carved from a lattice with a higher value of 
<5 has a larger size, and hence, a higher coding gain. The 
densest lattices are known for dimensions n = 1 , 2, . . .  , 8  
and n = 24 [14], [17]. For n = I, . . .  , 8, the densest lattices 
are Z, A2, D3, D4, D5, E6, E7 and Es, respectively, while the 
Leech lattice A24 is densest in 24 dimensions. 

The modulo-A operation, x mod A = x - QA(X) E VA, is 
the difference between a vector and its closest lattice point, 
and it satisfies the relation 

Let As c A be a sub-lattice of A, and AI As be the quotient 
group of the co sets of As in A. Each coset of AI As can 
be identified by its unique representative contained in VA,. 

We will identify the group AI As with the group of coset 
leaders A n VA, = A mod As, where addition is performed 
modulo As. Further, IAI Asl = I A mod Asl = Vol(A')/vol(A). 

The constellation AI As is called a (nested) lattice code, and 
As is its shaping lattice [15], [16]. 

B. Lattice index codes 

Consider K lattices AI, " " AK, with a common sub-lattice 
As c Ak, k 

= I, . . .  , K. We will use the lattice constellations 
Ad As, · . .  , AK I As as the alphabets WI, . . .  , WK of the K 
messages at the source. 

Definition 1. A lattice index code for K messages consists of 
K lattice constellations Ad As, . . .  , AK I As, and the injective 
linear encoder map p : Ad As x . . .  X AK I As ---+ 'tf given by 

where 'tf is the set of all possible values of the transmit symbol 
X=P(XI, ... ,XK). • 

The injectivity of P in Definition 1 ensures unique decod
ability of codewords. We now relate some properties of a lat
tice index code to those of its component lattices AI, . . .  , AK 
and As. 
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The transmit codebook 'ff': Let A = A l + ... + AK be the 
lattice generated by the union of the lattices AI, ' . .  , AK. It 
follows from (4) that Xl + ... + X K E A, and hence X E AI As. 
On the other hand, every point in A is the sum of K lattice 
points, one each from AI, . . .  , AK. It follows from (3) that 
every point in the lattice constellation AI As is the mod As sum 
of K points, from Ad As, . . .  , AK I As, respectively. Hence, the 
transmit codebook is 'ff' = AI As. 

Message rates: If A is an n-dimensional lattice, the rate of 
the klh message is 

1 1 Vol(As) 
Rk = � 10g21Aki Asl = � 10g2 Vol(Ak) 

b/dim. 

Minimum distance: Since 'ff' = AI As is carved from the 
lattice A, the minimum inter-codeword distance with no side 
information is do = dmin(A). Suppose that a receiver has side 
information of the messages with indices S, say Xs = as (i.e., 
Xk = ak, k E S). The subcode decoded by this receiver is 

'ff'as = (2:: ak + 2:: Akl AS) mod As 
kES kES C 

(2:: ak + 2:: Ak) mod As, 
kES kES c  

where we have used (3). Thus, 'ff'as is a code carved from 
a translate of the lattice LkES C Ak, and hence its minimum 
distance is ds = dmin (LkES C Ak) '  

Example 3. The code in Example 1 is a lattice index code 
with K = 3, Al = 15Z, A2 = lOZ, A3 = 6Z, As = 30Z and 
A = 15Z + lOZ + 6Z = Z. • 

C. An upper bound on the side information gain 

With S = {I, . . .  , K - I}, the minimum distance is 
ds = dmin (LkES C Ak) = dmin (AK)' and the side informa
tion rate is 

1 
Rs = Rl + ... + RK -1 = R - RK = -10g21'ff'1 - RK 

n 
1 1 

= -10g21AI Asl - - IOg21AK I Asl 
n n 

= � 1 
Vol(As) 

_ � 1 
Vol(As) = � 1 

Vol(AK) 
n 

og2 Vol(A) n 
og2 Vol(AK) n 

og2 Vol(A) 
. 

Representing the volume of the fundamental region in terms of 
the minimum distance dmin and the center density 0 (see (2», 

1 ( dmin (AK))n 1 o(A) 
Rs = � 10g2 dmin(A) + � IOg2 O(AK) 

ds 1 o(A) 
= log2 do + � log2 O(AK) 

. (5) 

If A is the densest lattice in n dimensions, then o(A) ;::: O(AK)' 
and hence Rs ;::: log2 (dsldo ) . Thus the side information gain 
of 'ff' can be upper bounded as follows 

r(C£') . 2010g l0 (ds Ida ) 20 loglO (ds Ida ) 
o = mIn < ---='-'::'-"""'----'---'-S Rs - Rs 

20 loglO (ds Ida ) . 

� I (d /) = 20 loglO 2 � 6 dBIb/dlffi. 
og2 5 do 

This upper bound is valid when A is the densest lattice 
in n-dimensions, such as when A is Z or A2. When A is 
not the densest lattice in IRn, for example when A = Z2, 
it is possible to have O(AK) > o(A). In such cases, from (5), 
Rs < IOg2 (ds Ida), and r may exceed rv 6 dB/b/dim. Note that 
r is a relative gain measured with respect to the performance 
of 'ff' = AI As with no side information. Any amount of side 
information gain available over and above rv 6 dBIb/dim is 
due to the lower packing efficiency of A when compared to 
AK, and hence due to the inefficiency of'ff' as a code in the 
point-to-point AWGN channel. 

IV. CONSTRUCTION OF LATTICE INDEX CODES BASED ON 

THE CHINESE REMAINDER THEOREM 

Consider K distinct prime integers PI"" , P K E Z, 
and their product M = IT�=l Pk. The Chinese remain
der theorem [12, p. 159] states that the direct product 
ZlplZ x . . .  X ZlpKZ is isomorphic to ZIMZ as a ring. The 
one-to-one correspondence between them is given by 

(WI, . . .  , WK) -+ wlMl + W2M2 + ... + wKMK mod MZ, 

where Wk E ZlpkZ and Mk = M Irk = ITR# PRo Since WkMk 
belongs to MkZI MZ, we observe that encoding the 
K source messages individually using the constellations 
MlZIMZ, . . .  , MKZIMZ, and generating the transmit sym
bol as their modulo-MZ sum yields an injective encoding 
map. Further, given the side information Ws = as, the mini
mum distance ds between the valid codewords can be readily 
obtained as gcd(Mk' k E se) (cf. Example 1). The codebook 
ZIMZ can be thought of as a lattice index code built over 
the one-dimensional lattice A = Z. We apply this encoding 
technique to arbitrary lattices A and show that the resulting 
lattice index codes provide large side information gains. 

Let A c IRn be any n-dimensional lattice, and G its ftener
ator matrix. Let PI, . . .  , PK be distinct primes, M = ITk=l Pk 
and M k = M Ipk . We construct our lattice index code by setting 

As=M AandAk=MkA, k=l, . . .  ,K. (6) 

The cardinality of the klh message is 

IAklAsl = 
Vol (M A) 

= Idet (MG) I Mn n 
Vol (MkA) Idet(MkG)1 

= 
Mr 

=Pk, 

and its rate is Rk = lin log21Aki Asl = 10g2 Pk b/dim. 

Example 4. The code of Example 1 can be obtained by using 
A = Z, and (PI, P2, P3) = (2, 3, 5). • 

In the following lemmas, we show that (6) generates a lattice 
index code with r � 6 dB/b/dim. Thus, when A is the densest 
lattice in its dimension, the proposed construction achieves 
the optimal side information gain over all lattice index codes 
constructed based on A. 

Lemma 1. For any S, gcd (Mk, k E se) = ITRES PRo 

Proof Since Pk is not a factor of Mk, the primes 
Pk, k E se, are not factors of gcd (Mk, k E se). The lemma 
follows by observing that ITRES PR divides Mk, k E se. • 



Lemma 2. With the lattices AI, . . .  , AK and As defined as (6), 
(0 the encoding map P in Definition 1 generates a lattice 

index code with transmit codebook "6' = A/As; and 

(i0 for every choice of S, LkES C Ak = ITeEs Pe A. 

Proof In order to prove Part (0, we need to 
show that p is injective, and Al + ... + AK = A. From 
Lemma 1, gcd(Mk, k E se) = ITeEs Pe for every choice 
of S. Hence, there exists a tuple (bk, k E se) of inte
gers such that LkES C bkMk = ITeEs Pe. It follows that, for 
every A E A, we have ITeEs PeA = LkES C bkMkA, hence 
ITeEs Pe A C LkES C MkA. Considering cosets modulo As, 

(7) 

Let pi sc be the restriction of the encoding map (4) 
to the message symbols with indices in se, i.e., 
plsc (Xk, k E se) = LkES C Xk mod As. Note that 
LkES C Ak/ As is the image of the map plsc . From (7), 
ITeEs peAl As is a subset of this image. The cardinality 

I ITeEs peA/As I = I n��:��I��l(A) = ITkEsc IPk In 

of this subset of the image of plsc equals the cardinality 
ITkEsc IAk/ Asl = ITkEsc IPkin of the domain of plsc . Hence, 
we conclude that plsc is an injective map, and the subset 
ITeEs peAl As equals the entire image LkES C Ak/ As. This 
implies that ITeEs peA = LkES C Ak, proving Part (ii) of 
this lemma. Choosing S = 0, we observe that plsc = p is 
injective, and L�=l Ak = A. Hence, the transmit codebook 
"6' = L�=l Ak/ As = A/As. This proves Part (i). • 

Lemma 3. For every choice of S, Rs = log2 ( ds/do). 

Proof From Lemma 2, we have do = dmin (A), and 
ds = dmin (LkES C Ak) = dmin (ITeEs peA) , and hence ds = 
ITeEs pedmin(A) = ITeEs pedo. The side information rate 
corresponding to S is Rs = LkES log2 Pk = log2 (ITeEs pe) . 
Hence, we conclude that Rs = log2 (ds/do). • 

Using Rs = log2 ( ds/do) in (1), we have r � 6 dB/b/dim. 
A similar construction of lattice codes using tuples of prime 

integers in Z[i] and Z[w] is reported in [18] for low complexity 
multilevel encoding and multistage decoding in compute-and
forward applications. 

V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 

We have proposed lattice index codes for the Gaussian 
broadcast channel where every receiver demands all the mes
sages from the transmitter. We have introduced the notion of 
side information gain as a code design metric, and constructed 
lattice index codes based on the Chinese remainder theorem 
with r � 6 dB/b/dim. In [19] we have extended our con
struction to complex and quaternionic lattice index codes that 
provide further choices in terms of message rates at the source 
and side information rates at the receivers. 

The lattice index codes constructed here can be used as 
modulation schemes together with strong outer codes. Con
sider K information streams, encoded independently using K 
outer codes over the alphabets WI, . . .  , W K, respectively. The 

coded information streams are multiplexed using the lattice 
index code "6' and transmitted. If the minimum Hamming 
distance of the outer codes is dH, then the minimum squared 
Euclidean distance at a receiver corresponding to S is at 
least dH x d�. While the outer code improves error resilience, 
the inner lattice index code collects the gains from side 
information. 

The new lattice index codes are designed using a tuple 
of prime numbers. Hence, the cardinalities of the resulting 
message alphabets are not all equal, and not all of them are 
powers of 2. It will be interesting to design codes that have 
greater freedom of choice in message sizes. 
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